What we're doing

**Educators as team coaches**
Vic Brazil presented at the Developing Excellence in Medical Education Conference. She reflected on how lessons from fan favourite Ted Lasso can make us better at our jobs as we try to coach students and teams. #BELIEVE

What we're reading

**The Resilience Project**
*Hugh van Cuylenburgh*
This easy read outlines the background behind one teacher's effort to bring strategies related to resilience to students across Australia. His program focuses on fostering GRATITUDE, EMPATHY, and MINDFULNESS through simple activities. It's even been picked up by Rugby League and AFL teams. We have found the gratitude practices particularly doable and rewarding.

More translational simulation news

**Stress Exposure Simulations**: We have been collaborating with our friends at the Tactical Research Unit to deliver and study stress exposure simulation for our ED teams. We combine physiologic and narrative data to learn how our teams mitigate challenges.

**Relational Coordination in Post Partum Hemorrhage**: We are in the final stages of this project with lots of interesting outcomes! It turns out the contexts in which we work are everything...Stay tuned! And read more about context in quality improvement by one of our favourites, Mary Dixon-Woods here.
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